Strong Dependence of Quantum-Dot Delayed Luminescence on Excitation Pulse Width
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Abstract. Delayed luminescence involving charge-carrier trapping and detrapping has recently been identified as a widespread and possibly universal phenomenon in colloidal quantum dots. Its near-power-law decay suggests a relationship with blinking. Here, using colloidal CuInS₂ and CdSe quantum dots as model systems, we show that short (ns) excitation pulses yield less delayed luminescence intensity and faster delayed luminescence decay than observed with long (ms) square-wave excitation pulses. Increasing the excitation power also affects the delayed luminescence intensity, but the delayed luminescence decay kinetics appear much less sensitive to excitation power than to excitation pulse width. An idealized four-state kinetic model reproduces the major experimental trends and highlights the very slow approach to steady state during photoexcitation, stemming from extremely slow detrapping of the metastable charge-separated state responsible for delayed luminescence. The impacts of these findings on proposed relationships between delayed luminescence and blinking are discussed.
Several groups have reported extremely slow photoluminescence decay in various colloidal semiconductor nanostructures, including CdSe\textsuperscript{1-5} and copper-doped CdSe (Cu\textsuperscript{+}:CdSe)\textsuperscript{3,5} quantum dots, CdSe nanoplatelets,\textsuperscript{6} lead-halide perovskite nanocrystals,\textsuperscript{7} and CuInS\textsubscript{2} quantum dots,\textsuperscript{5,8} persisting for times that vastly exceed the natural excited-state lifetimes of these materials. In each case, the delayed luminescence shows broadly distributed decay kinetics with components ranging from sub-microsecond to beyond seconds. This delayed luminescence is explained by invoking temporary charge-carrier trapping at a quantum dot surface, followed by spontaneous detrapping to re-form the emissive core state. Detrapping occurs \textit{via} tunneling.\textsuperscript{5-6} This delayed luminescence has been related to the photoluminescence blinking of single quantum dots.\textsuperscript{1,3-5,8-9} A better understanding of the carrier trapping and detrapping processes responsible for delayed luminescence would provide insight into the characteristics of surface traps to help guide optimization of the photophysical properties of colloidal semiconductor quantum dots.

We recently reported that the ratio of delayed to prompt luminescence intensities depends strongly on the quantum dot photoexcitation rate,\textsuperscript{8} because the delayed luminescence saturates at excitation rates that are orders of magnitude smaller than required to saturate the prompt luminescence of the same quantum dot. This explanation invokes efficient non-radiative recombination (\textit{e.g.}, Auger, Shockley-Read-Hall) upon photoexcitation of a quantum dot that is already in a metastable charge-separated excited state, as also invoked to explain the low photoluminescence quantum yields of blinking "off" states.\textsuperscript{10-12} Here, using two model nanocrystals (CuInS\textsubscript{2} and CdSe quantum dots, see Supporting Information for details), we report that even at fixed photoexcitation rates, the ratio of delayed to prompt luminescence intensities changes as the excitation pulse width is increased from nanoseconds to milliseconds. This result
is illustrated using an idealized four-state kinetic model that accounts for trapping, detrapping, and recombination processes. Additionally, we find that even the kinetics of the delayed luminescence are influenced by the photoexcitation pulse width, with increasing pulse widths yielding slower delayed-luminescence decay. These effects have not been observed previously.

To illustrate the central new observation reported here, Figure 1 plots two photoluminescence decay curves measured for the same \( d = 3.9 \) nm CuInS\(_2\) quantum dot sample using two different common photoexcitation conditions, both with the same excitation wavelength (405 nm). In one, a 5 ns excitation pulse was used, and in the other a 100 ms square pulse was used. Both curves show prompt decay on the microsecond timescale (\( \tau_{\text{prompt}} = 2 \) \( \mu \)s) followed by delayed luminescence extending to milliseconds and beyond. Strikingly, the two delayed luminescence decay curves have very different slopes in this log-log plot (1.11 for the 5 ns pulse vs 0.48 for the 100 ms pulse, between 50 \( \mu \)s and 2 ms). The delayed luminescence generated using ns pulses has decayed almost completely within \( \sim 50 \) ms, whereas that generated using 100 ms pulses is much longer-lived, being \( \sim 100 \) times more intense than the former after 10 ms. The slopes of such log-log delayed luminescence plots have been related to blinking power-law exponents\(^1\),\(^4\),\(^9\) but the data in Figure 1 demonstrate that these slopes are dramatically influenced by the photoexcitation pulse profile itself, an observation that has not been noted previously. It is important to identify the source of the difference in decay dynamics shown in Figure 1.
We hypothesized that two major experimental parameters might contribute to the differences observed in Figure 1: the excitation power and its duration. To test the roles of these two parameters, variable-pulse-width photoexcitation experiments were performed at different laser powers. Because the delayed luminescence decay dynamics are temperature-independent over a very broad range, all data reported here were collected at 20 K to minimize thermally activated nonradiative decay and irreversible photodegradation. Figure 2 summarizes the effects of photoexcitation pulse duration and power on the delayed luminescence decay dynamics of the same CuInS$_2$ quantum dots. Figure 2A plots the CuInS$_2$ quantum dot delayed-luminescence decay dynamics (normalized to the prompt-luminescence intensity, which is independent of pulse duration under these conditions) as a function of excitation pulse duration from 50 µs to 100 ms. Except for a small amount of irreversible photodegradation over these very long measurements (e.g., <~10% over ~20 hours of continuous measurement for the data in Figure
2A), the prompt-luminescence intensity is linearly proportional to the photoexcitation power. As the pulse width increases, the delayed luminescence intensity grows and the slopes of the delayed luminescence decay curves in the log-log plot decrease. We interpret this result as indicating that accumulation of population in the metastable charge-separated excited state is very slow, and hence very long excitation pulses are required to reach steady state.

**Figure 2.** (A) Dynamics of delayed luminescence for increasing pulse width for $d = 3.9$ nm CuInS$_2$ quantum dots (50 µs (black) to 100 ms (purple) excitation pulse width). Traces are normalized to the prompt luminescence intensity. (B) Dynamics of delayed luminescence measured using 2 (black), 4 (red), and 8 mW (blue) excitation powers (power densities = 6.7, 13.3, and 26.7 mW/cm$^2$) for the same CuInS$_2$ quantum dots, with a 5 ms excitation pulse. Traces are normalized to the prompt luminescence intensity. Linear plots of the data in (A) and (B) are provided as Supporting Information. (C) $N_{\text{del}}/N_{\text{pr}}$ calculated from decay curves such as those in (A) and (B) for the same CuInS$_2$ quantum dots, plotted versus excitation pulse width and measured at three different excitation powers: 2 mW (black circles), 4 mW (red triangles), 8 mW (blue crosses). (D) Values of
$N_{\text{del}}/N_{\text{pr}}$ for the same CuInS$_2$ quantum dots, collected at 2 mW, plotted vs excitation pulse width, and normalized to the value of $N_{\text{del}}/N_{\text{pr}}$ at 100 ms pulse width. Two delayed luminescence integration windows are represented: a shorter window (open circles, $t_1 = 200 \mu$s, $t_2 = 1$ ms) and a longer window (filled circles, $t_1 = 1$ ms, $t_2 = 75$ ms). These specific integration windows were chosen to reflect the broadest overall timespan in which signal-to-noise was good, but the same trends are obtained using different integration windows. All data collected at 20 K.

Figure 2B plots delayed luminescence decay curves measured for these same CuInS$_2$ quantum dots using fixed excitation pulse widths but excitation powers of 2, 4, and 8 mW (power densities = 6.7, 13.3, and 26.7 mW/cm$^2$), again normalized to the prompt luminescence intensities. The decay dynamics measured at these different excitation powers are almost indistinguishable when the pulse width is kept constant. Together, the data in Figures 2A,B demonstrate that quantum dot delayed luminescence decay dynamics are quite sensitive to the excitation pulse duration but are relatively insensitive to its peak power. The same conclusion holds when comparing data representing similar increases in the total number of photons per excitation pulse generated via an increased pulse width or excitation power. For example, the power-law slope at ~1 ms decreases from 1.15 to 0.68 upon increasing the pulse width from 100 to 500 $\mu$s at fixed 2 mW excitation power, but it remains nearly unchanged (1.23) upon increasing the excitation power from 2 to 8 mW for a fixed 100 $\mu$s pulse width (see Supporting Information).

To quantify the trends of Figures 2A,B, Figures 2C,D plot the number of delayed luminescence photons ($N_{\text{del}}$) normalized by the number of prompt luminescence photons ($N_{\text{pr}}$) for each experiment from Figures 2A,B. $N_{\text{del}}$ is obtained by integrating delayed-luminescence decay curves such as those in Figures 2A,B over a specified time range ($t_1$ to $t_2$, eq 1), while $N_{\text{pr}}$ is obtained by integrating the prompt luminescence up to a specified cutoff time ($t_0$, eq 2).
Here, \( I(t) \) is the time-dependent luminescence intensity as seen in Figures 2A,B, \( I_0 \) is the steady-state luminescence intensity measured when the excitation pulse is on, and \( k_{PL} \) is the experimental prompt-luminescence decay constant measured by single-photon counting. For the CuInS\(_2\) quantum dots, \( k_{PL} = 1/\tau_{\text{prompt}} = 5 \cdot 10^5 \text{s}^{-1} \) from a single-exponential fit, \( t_1 \) and \( t_2 \) correspond to 200 \( \mu \text{s} \) and 75 ms, respectively, and \( t_f \) corresponds to 10 \( \mu \text{s} \) (= 5\( \tau_{\text{prompt}} \)). Figure 2C shows that for fixed excitation power, \( N_{\text{del}}/N_{pr} \) increases with increasing pulse width before eventually reaching a plateau value, while \( N_{pr} \) is independent of pulse width under these conditions. The ratio of delayed to prompt luminescence photons is thus pulse-width dependent, first growing with increasing excitation pulse width before plateauing at excitation pulse widths of almost 100 ms. The plateau of \( N_{\text{del}}/N_{pr} \) suggests that only with such extremely long excitation pulses does the population of the charge-separated state responsible for delayed luminescence reach steady state under photoexcitation.

For any given excitation pulse width, \( N_{\text{del}}/N_{pr} \) also decreases with increasing excitation power. This trend stems from the fact that \( N_{pr} \) increases linearly with excitation power in the investigated power range, whereas \( N_{\text{del}} \) shows a sub-linear power dependence.\(^8\) When normalized, it is evident that the curvatures of the data in Figure 2C are essentially independent of excitation power (see Supporting Information).
Figure 2D compares experimental $N_{\text{del}}/N_{\text{pr}}$ values obtained by integrating over two different delayed luminescence time windows (i.e., different $t_1$ and $t_2$ in eq 1) for these CuInS$_2$ quantum dots. For ease of comparison, each $N_{\text{del}}/N_{\text{pr}}$ curve is normalized to the value obtained using a pulse width of 100 ms. From these data, the delayed luminescence probed at earlier times plateaus at shorter excitation pulse widths than that collected at later times. This observation reflects the impact of the excitation pulse width on the distribution of delayed luminescence decay dynamics, as illustrated in Figure 1. Faster delayed luminescence can be generated from shorter excitation pulses, while slower delayed luminescence requires longer excitation pulses to reach its steady-state intensity.

To test the generality of the trends observed in Figure 2, analogous measurements were also performed on $d = 3.3$ nm CdSe quantum dots. Figure 3A plots delayed luminescence decay data for these quantum dots collected using 50 $\mu$s and 25 ms pulses. In this case, the change in decay dynamics is less pronounced in the range of pulse widths explored than observed in Figure 2A, but it is still significant. Figure 3B plots delayed luminescence decay curves measured at various excitation powers. As in Figure 2B, the decay dynamics change very little across this series. Figures 3C,D plot $N_{\text{del}}/N_{\text{pr}}$ for each experiment from Figures 3A,B. $k_{\text{PL}}$ is taken as $5 \cdot 10^8$ s$^{-1}$ for the CdSe quantum dots; their decay is actually multi-exponential with components of $\sim 5 \cdot 10^8$ s$^{-1}$ and $\sim 6.3 \cdot 10^7$ s$^{-1}$, but this distinction does not qualitatively alter the results. $t_1$ and $t_2$ correspond to 200 ns and 500 $\mu$s, and $t_f$ corresponds to 40 ns ($= \sim 2.5-20\tau_{\text{prompt}}$). Very similar trends are observed for the CdSe quantum dots (Figures 3C,D) as were observed with the CuInS$_2$ quantum dots, including the very slow (ms) approach to plateau values of $N_{\text{del}}/N_{\text{pr}}$ with increasing pulse width (Figure 3C), the power dependence of the plateau values of $N_{\text{del}}/N_{\text{pr}}$ but not of their curvature with increasing pulse width (Figure 3C, see also Supporting Information),
and the dependence of the curvature on the luminescence monitoring window (Figure 3D). 

$N_{\text{del}}/N_{\text{pr}}$ does plateau at much longer excitation pulse widths for the CuInS$_2$ quantum dots (~80 ms, Figure 2C) than for the CdSe quantum dots (~5 ms, Figure 3C), reflecting the slower prompt luminescence of the CuInS$_2$ quantum dots and the competition between prompt luminescence and charge trapping, as well as differences in the trapping/detraping rates and experimental measurement windows (*vide infra*). Overall, the general qualitative trends are very similar for the CuInS$_2$ and CdSe quantum dots.

---

**Figure 3.** (A) Dynamics of delayed luminescence for increasing pulse width for $d =$ 3.3 nm CdSe quantum dots (50 µs, 100 µs, and 25 ms excitation pulse width). Traces are normalized to the prompt luminescence intensity. (B) Dynamics of delayed luminescence measured using 2 (black), 4 (red), and 8 mW (blue) excitation powers (power densities = 6.7, 13.3, and 26.7 mW/cm$^2$) for the same CdSe quantum dots, with a 100 µs excitation pulse. Traces are normalized to the prompt luminescence intensity. Linear plots of the
data in (A) and (B) are provided as Supporting Information. (C) \( N_{\text{del}}/N_{\text{pr}} \) calculated from decay curves such as those in (A) and (B) for the same CdSe quantum dots, plotted vs excitation pulse width and measured at three different excitation powers: 2 mW (black circles), 4 mW (red triangles), 8 mW (blue crosses). (D) Values of \( N_{\text{del}}/N_{\text{pr}} \) for the same CdSe quantum dots, collected at 2 mW, plotted vs excitation pulse width, and normalized to the value of \( N_{\text{del}}/N_{\text{pr}} \) at 25 ms pulse width. Two delayed luminescence integration windows are represented: a shorter window (open circles, \( t_1 = 200 \) ns, \( t_2 = 5 \) µs) and a longer window (filled circles, \( t_1 = 5 \) µs, \( t_2 = 500 \) µs). These specific integration windows were chosen to reflect the broadest overall timespan in which signal-to-noise was good, but the same trends are obtained using different integration windows. All data collected at 20 K.

For interpretation of these experimental results, we use the four-state kinetic model summarized in Figure 4 to explore the effects of various microscopic parameters on the excitation-pulse-width dependence of \( N_{\text{del}}/N_{\text{pr}} \). State populations within this model are described by the coupled differential equations given in eq 3. For simplicity, we adhere to idealized homogeneous (non-distributed) rate constants for these illustrations, and we discuss implications of this idealization below.
Figure 4. (A) Electronic configurations of the four states used in the model. GS = ground state, ES = excited state, CS = charge-separated state, and XS = doubly excited state. For simplicity, electron trapping is illustrated here, but the model does not depend on which specific carrier is trapped. (B) Four-state model used to illustrate the experimental trends. $k_{\text{exc}}$ represents the excitation rate "constant" (with power embedded), $k_{\text{PL}}$ is the rate constant for prompt luminescence, $k_{\text{trap}}$ is the rate constant for formation of the metastable charge-separated state, and $k_{\text{detrap}}$ describes detrapping from this state to reform the emissive excited state. $k_{\text{A,trap}}$ and $k_{\text{A,trion}}$ represent nonradiative trap-assisted and trion Auger processes, respectively. (C,D) Simulated results from this model using parameters appropriate for the CuInS$_2$ quantum dots, plotting the ratio $N_{\text{del}}/N_{\text{pr}}$ vs excitation pulse width. $k_{\text{trap}}$ and $k_{\text{detrap}}$ are varied systematically while all the other parameters are held fixed ($k_{\text{exc}} = 20$ s$^{-1}$, $k_{\text{PL}} = 5 \cdot 10^5$ s$^{-1}$, $k_{\text{A,trap}} = k_{\text{A,trion}} = 10^{10}$ s$^{-1}$). (C) $k_{\text{trap}} = 500$ s$^{-1}$ (solid), 1000 s$^{-1}$ (dotted), 2000 s$^{-1}$ (dashed), all with $k_{\text{detrap}} = 40$ s$^{-1}$. (D) $k_{\text{detrap}} = 20$ s$^{-1}$ (solid), 40 s$^{-1}$ (dotted), 80 s$^{-1}$ (dashed), all with $k_{\text{trap}} = 1000$ s$^{-1}$. The insets show the normalized curves for each plot. The arrows show the directions of increasing $k_{\text{trap}}$ and $k_{\text{detrap}}$, respectively. (E) Simulated results for excitation powers of 2 ($k_{\text{exc}} = 20$ s$^{-1}$, solid), 4 ($k_{\text{exc}} = 39$ s$^{-1}$, dotted), and 8 mW ($k_{\text{exc}} = 78$ s$^{-1}$, dashed), keeping all other parameters constant ($k_{\text{PL}} = 5 \cdot 10^5$ s$^{-1}$, $k_{\text{A,trap}} = k_{\text{A,trion}} = 10^{10}$ s$^{-1}$, $k_{\text{trap}} = 1000$ s$^{-1}$, $k_{\text{detrap}} = 40$ s$^{-1}$). The insets show the normalized curves.
\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{d[GS]}{dt} &= k_{PL}[ES] - k_{exc}[GS] \\
\frac{d[ES]}{dt} &= k_{exc}[GS] + k_{detrap}[CS] + k_{A,trap}[XS] - k_{PL}[ES] - k_{trap}[ES] \\
\frac{d[CS]}{dt} &= k_{trap}[ES] + k_{A,tron}[XS] - k_{detrap}[CS] - k_{exc}[CS] \\
\frac{d[XS]}{dt} &= k_{exc}[CS] - k_{A,trap}[XS] - k_{A,tron}[XS]
\end{align*}
\]

(3)

Solving eq 3 yields the populations of the ground state (GS), the emissive excited state (ES), the metastable charge-separated excited state (CS), and the doubly excited state (XS) during and after excitation. Electronic configurations associated with each of these states are depicted in Figure 4A. For simplicity, we illustrate electron dynamics as rate-determining for delayed luminescence, but it is likely that the hole is also localized in the metastable state; the kinetic model does not rely on these specifics. In eq 3 and Figure 4B, \(k_{trap}\) and \(k_{detrap}\) describe the formation and detrapping of the metastable state and, along with \(k_{exc}\), are the meaningful variables in these simulations. To account for the observed excitation power dependence of \(N_{del}/N_{pr}\), the model also includes excitation from the charge-separated state to a doubly excited state, which can decay to the emissive excited state through a trap-assisted Auger process described by \(k_{A,trap}\) or to the charge-separated state through a trion Auger process described by \(k_{A,tron}\). These fast nonradiative processes are modeled with \(k_{A,trap} = k_{A,tron} = 10^{10} \text{s}^{-1}\) for all simulations, consistent with experimentally measured rates for similar Auger processes in small NCs.\(^{14-16}\)
To simulate the evolution of the state populations during the excitation pulse, eq 3 was solved with \( k_{\text{exc}} \) determined from the experimental excitation powers and extinction coefficients, and initial conditions of \([GS]_0 = 100\) and \([ES]_0 = [CS]_0 = [XS]_0 = 0\). Evaluating this result at the end of the pulse gives the populations of the states when the excitation pulse is turned off. These populations can then be used as initial conditions for solving eq 3 again with \( k_{\text{exc}} = 0 \) to simulate their decay with time. Simulated luminescence decay curves illustrating the effects of changing the various model parameters are included as Supporting Information.

We note that in the model calculations, all trapping and detrapping processes are much slower than the prompt luminescence (i.e., \( k_{\text{trap}} \) and \( k_{\text{detrap}} \ll k_{\text{PL}} \)), so effectively, after termination of the excitation pulse the entire \([ES]\) decays as prompt luminescence and the entire initial \([CS]\) decays as delayed luminescence. Consequently, to a very good approximation, the values of \( N_{\text{del}}/N_{\text{pr}} \) obtained from complete integration of the model decay curves (eqs 1, 2) equal the values of \([CS]/[ES]\) computed at the ends of the excitation pulses (see Supporting Information). The experimental systems are complicated by their distributed trapping/detrapping kinetics, because trapping/detrapping and prompt luminescence may now occur on overlapping timescales, and moreover the \([CS]\) can decay by other routes, such as via population of even deeper traps. Additionally, while the model simulates only a single pulse and all excited-state populations are zero at the beginning of the pulse, ensuring complete depopulation of the charge-separated state before beginning any excitation pulse is more challenging in the laboratory because of the extremely broad distribution of detrapping kinetics and the need for signal averaging over multiple excitation pulses; delayed luminescence from these quantum dots persists even seconds after excitation, albeit with very small rates.
For comparison with the experimental data in Figure 2, Figures 4C-E plot simulated values of $N_{\text{del}}/N_{\text{pr}}$ (taken as [CS]/[ES] at the ends of the excitation pulses) as a function of excitation pulse width for various model conditions, using parameters appropriate for the CuInS$_2$ quantum dots. The simulated data in Figure 4C show that increasing $k_{\text{trap}}$ increases the plateau magnitude of $N_{\text{del}}/N_{\text{pr}}$, but the inset to Figure 4C shows that the curvature of the pulse-width dependence of $N_{\text{del}}/N_{\text{pr}}$ is only modestly influenced by $k_{\text{trap}}$. On the other hand, Figure 4D and its inset show that $k_{\text{detrap}}$ influences both the plateau magnitude of $N_{\text{del}}/N_{\text{pr}}$ and the curvature of its pulse-width dependence. From these simulations, it is thus apparent that the pulse-width dependence of $N_{\text{del}}/N_{\text{pr}}$ is mainly dictated by $k_{\text{detrap}}$. In other words, the time required to reach steady state under photoexcitation is determined mainly by the slower detrapping kinetics.

Figure 4E illustrates the effect of varying the excitation pulse power, with all other parameters fixed. $N_{\text{pr}}$ increases linearly with excitation power, whereas $N_{\text{del}}$ saturates because of nonradiative Auger processes in the doubly excited state, resulting in a reduction of $N_{\text{del}}/N_{\text{pr}}$ with increased excitation power at any given pulse width, as observed experimentally (Figure 2C). Notably, reproducing the experimental dependence of $N_{\text{del}}/N_{\text{pr}}$ on excitation power requires the presence of the trap-assisted Auger pathway, although the strength of the power dependence is influenced by the ratio of $k_{A,\text{trap}}$ to $k_{A,\text{trion}}$ (see Supporting Information). This result can be understood by recognizing that of these two processes, only the trap-assisted Auger process introduces a power-dependent pathway for depopulating the charge-separated state. Trap-assisted Auger processes have been largely overlooked in nanocrystal photophysics, and only relatively recently has their significance gained recognition.$^{16-18}$ The inset to Figure 4E shows the same curves normalized to their plateau magnitudes. Again, the curvature shows very little power dependence, consistent with experiment. Overall, the model of Figure 4B and eq 3 thus
successfully reproduces the major experimental trends summarized in Figure 2C for the CuInS$_2$ quantum dots.

Although it captures the major trends, this idealized model cannot reproduce the experimental observations of Figure 2D. Specifically, this model does not capture the effect of changing the delayed luminescence integration window on the curvature of the pulse-width dependence (see Supporting Information). This discrepancy occurs because of the model's reliance on single rate constants for each microscopic process depicted in Figure 4B. The experimental observations thus allow the conclusion that the different excitation pulse-width dependence obtained when probing different delayed luminescence decay windows (Figures 2D, 3D) reflects the distributed kinetics of these processes. Importantly, when the experimental curves in Figures 2D and 3D are made by sampling earlier (or later) during delayed luminescence (different $t_1$ and $t_2$ in eq. 1), they selectively report on faster (or slower) subsets of dynamical processes within the distribution. These data thus point to a weak correlation between $k_{\text{trap}}$ and $k_{\text{detrap}}$, both of which are broadly distributed. This insight, together with the experimental luminescence decay data in Figures 1, 2A, and 3A, therefore highlights how both the experimental excitation pulse width and the experimental detection window can bias the observed delayed luminescence intensities and dynamics toward a specific subset of behaviors within a broadly distributed range. These observations have important implications for any quantitative analysis of delayed luminescence amplitudes or decay dynamics.

The data presented here are in some ways reminiscent of prior observations made for CdSe/CdS core/shell quantum dots in which multi-pulse excitation with an 80 MHz repetition rate was found to yield different excitonic photoluminescence decay dynamics for few vs many concatenated excitation pulses.$^{19}$ This difference was analyzed in terms of an enhanced
contribution from multiply excited quantum dots when multiple excitation pulses were delivered in short succession. The approach of using rapid sequential photoexcitation with a tunable number of short pulses is analogous to our use of variable square-wave pulse-widths in the present study. Just like at high powers in ref. 19, simulation of our long-pulse decay data by addition of multiple offset short-pulse decay curves fails to reproduce the experimental long-pulse data (see Supporting Information), pointing to multi-excitation effects even at these low powers and supporting the conclusion of trap-assisted Auger recombination deduced from the data in Figures 2C and 3C. Of course, the microscopic processes described in ref. 19 occurred on much shorter timescales than those studied here. For example, steady state was reached within ~100 ns of quasi-continuous excitation in ref. 19, whereas Figure 2C shows that steady state is not reached until ~80 ms of continuous excitation for the CuInS$_2$ quantum dots (or ~5 ms for CdSe quantum dots, Figure 3C), i.e., ~10$^5$ times slower.

The data here may also have ramifications for understanding the relationships between delayed luminescence and single-quantum-dot blinking proposed in several studies.$^{1,3-5,8}$ If it is correct to equate the metastable charge-separated state of delayed luminescence with a blinking "off" state, then the finding that the excitation pulse duration affects the detrapping kinetics should imply a dependence of blinking "off"-time statistics on similar excitation parameters. To our knowledge, there have been no single-quantum-dot blinking studies employing variable pulse-width excitation, however. An early study reported a change in the number of "on"/"off" cycles with different continuous-wave (cw) excitation powers between 0.4 and 7.8 kW/cm$^2$.20 Another study varied the cw excitation power density from 0.1 to 2.0 kW/cm$^2$ and did not see any effect on the "off"-time statistics.$^{21}$ A recent study compared pulsed vs cw excitation at the same average intensity and found that the main impact of pulsed excitation was to increase
photobleaching.\textsuperscript{22} These authors also reported that pulsed excitation lowers the probability of long "on" events, but they do not describe any significant change in "off"-time statistics.\textsuperscript{22} As noted recently,\textsuperscript{5} one complication in any direct comparison between blinking and delayed luminescence is the fact that only a subset of the traps that contribute to blinking will also generate delayed luminescence. Moreover, it is conceivable that some of the kinetic dispersion observed in the delayed luminescence arises from the quantum dot ensemble and would therefore not be observed from an individual quantum dot, although we note that even single-quantum-dot delayed luminescence shows broadly distributed decay dynamics.\textsuperscript{1}

In summary, we report two main observations that have not been described previously: (\textit{i}) quantum-dot delayed luminescence decay dynamics are strongly influenced by the experimental excitation conditions, and (\textit{ii}) such dynamics are particularly sensitive to excitation pulse duration, a parameter that is rarely examined systematically or controlled for experimentally. For both CdSe and CuInS\textsubscript{2} quantum dots, decay of the delayed luminescence is strikingly slower when longer excitation pulses are used. Short (\textit{e.g.}, ns) excitation pulses generate markedly less delayed luminescence than long (\textit{e.g.}, \mu s) excitation pulses, and very long (>ms) excitation pulses are required to reach a regime in which the delayed luminescence no longer depends on the excitation pulse width. Modeling shows that this behavior reflects the extremely long excitation times required for the population of the metastable charge-separated excited states responsible for delayed luminescence to reach steady state, and that the main parameter affecting this approach to steady state is the detrapping rate constant. Although these simulations successfully reproduce the major experimental observations from our excitation pulse-width and power-dependence measurements, our idealized model does not include distributed rate constants and consequently does not reproduce the experimental dependence of \( N_{\text{del}}/N_{\text{pr}} \) on the
delayed luminescence integration window, or the change in average decay rate with changing excitation pulse width, emphasizing the importance of such distributed kinetics. Overall, these findings shed new light on the ubiquitous phenomenon of delayed luminescence in colloidal quantum dots, and hence on the underlying charge-carrier trapping and detrapping processes that so strongly impact the physical properties of this class of materials.
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